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A note on quasisimilarity of operators 
L. A. FIALKOW 
1. Introduction. Let § be a separable, infinite dimensional complex Hilbert 
space, and let JSf(§) denote the algebra of all bounded, linear operators on 
An operator X in <£(§) is quasi-invertible if X is injective and has dense range 
(i.e., ker (Z) = ker = {0}). Operators A and B in JS?(£>) are quasisimilar if 
there exist quasi-invertible operators X and Y in ¿?(§) such that AX=XB and 
YA=BY. Two operators that are similar are clearly quasisimilar, and similar opera-
tors have equal spectra; one purpose of this note is to study the relationships between 
the spectra of quasisimilar operators. 
There are several cases in which the quasisimilarity of two operators A and B 
implies the equality of their spectra: this is true if A and B are decomposable [7] 
or if A and B are hyponormal [6]. In section 4 we give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for two injective weighted shifts to be quasisimilar. We prove that if 
shifts WX and are quasisimilar, then they have equal spectra; if, in addition, 
WX or JVFI is invertible, then WX is similar to . 
Contrasting with these results is an example, due to HOOVER [ 1 5 ] , of two quasi-
similar non-injective weighted shifts A and B such that CT(/1) = {0} and A(B) = 
= D = { z £ C : | z | s l } , In [ 1 8 ] SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ gave necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a contraction to be quasisimilar to a unitary operator, and they gave 
an example of such an operator whose spectrum equals the disk D. The general 
result governing all of these cases is the following well-known corollary of Rosen-
blum's Theorem: The intersection of the spectra of quasisimilar operators is non-
empty [15]. In Theorem 2.5 we prove the following refinement.of this result: If 
AX=XB, where X is injective, and 5 is a part of B, then each non-empty closed-
and-open subset of EX(S) has non-empty intersection with <J(A). In Theorem 2 . 6 , 
Lemma 2.8, and Lemma 2.11 we give partial analogues of this result for the essential 
spectra of A and B. 
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In [ 1 3 ] FOIA§ and PEARCY established a model for quasinilpotent operators up to 
similarity, and in [ 1 9 ] PEARCY inquired whether an analogous model could be given 
for quasinilpotent operators up to quasisimilarity. Since quasisimilarity is a transitive 
relation, such a model would apply to each operator in £lqs= T is quasi-
similar to some quasinilpotent operator in JS?(§)}; in particular, the hyperinvariant 
subspace problem for operators in 2,qs is equivalent to the hyperinvariant subspace 
problem for operators in (see [ 1 5 ] ) . In section 3 we study properties of operators 
in 2.qs. While quasisimilarity does not, in general, preserve quasitriangularity [24], 
we prove that each operator in 2.qs is quasitriangular; in addition, is a proper 
subset of the norm closure of the set of all nilpotent operators (i.e., 
We prove that Qqs contains no non-quasinilpotent decomposable or hyponormal 
operators. On the other hand, 2.qs is closed under countable direct sums (Proposition 
3 . 1 0 ) , and this result is used to prove that a subset XczC is the spectrum of an 
operator in Mqs if and only if X is compact, connected, and contains 0 (Theorem 
We conclude this section with some terminology and notation. Let J f denote 
the ideal of all compact operators in J£?(§); if T is in ¿¡f(§i), let f denote the 
image of T in the Calkin algebra Jif(&>)j3f. The essential spectrum of T, oe(T), 
is the spectrum of f with respect to the Calkin algebra [11]. We will use results 
from [9] about semi-Fredholm operators and quasitriangular operators. We denote 
by J f and 2, the sets of all nilpotent and, respectively, quasinilpotent operators 
in i?(ij). If T is in J2?(§), then apart of T is an operator S of the form S=T\dJl, 
where SR is a closed subspace of § such that rSTCcSft and 331 ̂  {0} (9Jt=§ 
is permitted). We denote the spectrum of T by a(T) and the spectral radius of 
T by r(70=sup {|;. |:A€ff(r)}=lim||711/n; thus 2, = {Tin (§):/•{T)=0}. 
2. On the spectra of quasisimilar operators. Let si denote a complex Banach 
algebra with identity and let Ji(si) denote the Banach algebra consisting of all 
2 x 2 matrices with entries from si (where the norm of a matrix is its norm as an 
operator on the Banach space si@sf). Let a, b, and x denote elements of s/. 
Let o(y) denote the spectrum of an element y of sd. 
Lemma 2.1. If f is a function that is analytic in a neighborhood of <r (a) U c (b), 
and ax=xb, then f(a)x=x f(b). 
P r o o f . Let M and N denote, respectively, the elements of M{si) whose 
matrices are 
3 . 1 1 ) . 
a 0 
0 b 
Since / is analytic in a neighborhood of a{M)—o{a)[Ja{b), then /(o), f(b), and 
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f(M) are defined by the Riesz functional calculus, and it is easy to prove that 
№) = 
m o 
. o m 
(see, e.g., the proof of [10, Lemma 2.1]). 
Since ax=xb, N commutes with M, and Theorem 7.4 of [5, page 33] implies that 
N commutes with f(M). A matrix calculation now shows that f(a)x=xf(b) and 
the proof is complete. 
The following well-known result is usually proved as a corollary of Rosen-
blum's Theorem [20, Theorem 0.12, page 8]; we give an elementary proof based on 
Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.2. If ax=xb and a(a)f\o(b~) = 0, then x=0. 
Proo f . Without loss of generality we may replace a and b, respectively, by 
a—/1 and b—X, where A is any complex number, and we may thus assume that 
a is invertible. Let f(z) be an analytic function such that f(z)=z in a neighborhood 
of a (a) and / ( z )=0 in a neighborhood of a (b). Since f(a)=a and f(b)=0, 
Lemma 2.1 implies that ax=0, and the invertibility of a implies that x=0. 
Using Lemma 2.2 and basic properties of the spectral measure of a normal oper-
ator, we can prove the following refinement of Lemma 2.2. The proof, which is not 
needed in the sequel, will be omitted. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.3. Suppose that T, X, and N are in =Sf(§), where N is normal' 
and TX=XN or XT=NX. Let E( •) denote the spectral measure of N. If 
E{a{T)) = 0, then X=0. 
We note that the preceding result is also valid if N is a spectral operator. 
An element e in si is said to be idempotent if e2 = e. 
Lemma 2.4. If ax=xb and if there exists no non-zero idempotent e such that 
xe=0, then each non-empty closed-and-open subset of a(b) has non-empty intersec-
tion with a (a). 
Proo f . Suppose that T is a non-empty closed-and-open subset of a{b) that 
is disjoint from o(a). Since si has an identity, x^0, and Lemma 2.2 implies that 
x^a(ti). Thus there exists an analytic function / such that / ( z )=0 in a neighbor-
hood of ff(a)U(o-(6) —t) and /(z) = l in a neighborhood of t. Then f(a) = 0 and 
[5, Prop. 7.9, page 36] implies that f(b) is a non-zero idempotent in si. Lemma 2.1 
implies that 0 =f(a)x=xf(b), and the hypothesis on x implies that f(b)=0, which 
is a contradiction. 
Theorem 2.5. Let A, B, and X be in Suppose that AX=XB, X is 
injective, and P is a non-zero projection such that P§> is invariant for B (P= 1 is 
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permitted). Then each non-empty closed-and-open subset of cr(5|/,§) has non-empty 
intersection with a (A). 
P r o o f . We may assume from Lemma 2.4 that P * 1. Suppose that x is a non-
empty closed-and-open subset of <J(B\P§>) such that x(LA(A) = 0. Let A be 
chosen so that is invertible; since PBP=BP, we have ( # ) ( A - X ) (.XP) = 
= (XP)(B — X)P. Let / b e an analytic function such that / ( z ) = l in a neighborhood 
of T - A a n d / ( z ) = 0 in a n e i g h b o r h o o d of A {A- A) U(O((B- A) | />§) - 0 - A)) U {0}. 
(This definition of / is valid since x—X is a non-empty closed-and-open subset 
of G({B-X)\P%) such that (r—A)n<x(/4 —A) = 0 and 0(tff((£-A)|P§).) Since 
a {{B - A) P)=<r(CB - A) |P£) U {0}, / is defined in a neighborhood of a(A-X)U 
UO((B-X)P), and Lemma 2.1 and (* ) imply that f(A-X) (XP)=(XP)F((B-X)P). 
Now f{A—X) =0 and E=f((B—?.)P) is a non-zero idempotent; thus we have 
0 = X P E . Further, [20, Theorem 2.10, page 31] implies that (B—/) P commutes 
with E, that the range of E is invariant for (B-X)P, and that o((B-/)P\E9)) = 
=x—X. With respect to the decomposition £>=P§©(1 —P)§, the operator matrices 
of B and P are, respectively, 
BX *1 J [L 0 
.o *] a n d [o 0 / 
Thus the operator matrix of (B—X)P is 
By-1 0 
0 OJ' 
where BX —X is invertible in .£?(P£j). Let 
EX E2 
E3 E t 
denote the operator matrix of E. Since E commutes with (B—X.)P, a calculation 
shows that E2=0 and £3=0. We claim that ET=0 in i?((l - />)§) . Indeed, if 
x is a nonzero vector in (1— P)§> such that £4X^0, then 
Bx-X »1 te 0 0 0 
0 ( >J Lo Et. X 0. 
and so 06ct((P—X)P\E$)=x—A, which is a contradiction since Ai <T(5|P§>). N O W 
£4=0, so we have PE=E and 0=XPE=XE. Since X is injective, E= 0, and 
we have a contradiction which completes the proof. 
R e m a r k . I f Z i s non-injective, then the conclusion of Theorem 2.5 is no longer 
valid; if X is a projection in J§?(§), X^O, 1, then 1X=X2. 
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In contrast to Theorem 2.5, it can be shown that quasisimilarity does not preserve 
the connectedness of spectra. Indeed, HOOVER [ 1 5 ] gives an example of quasisimilar 
operators A and B such that o(A) = {0} while <r(B) equals the closed unit disk. 
Then A® (A —1/2) is quasisimilar to B® (B—1/2); the spectrum of the first opera-
tor is disconnected and the spectrum of the second operator is connected. 
The analogue of Theorem 2.5 for essential spectra is false. Let U denote a uni-
lateral (unweighted) shift of multiplicity one in ¿2?(§>) and let Wx denote the unila-
teral weighted shift defined by a„ = l jn for n s l (see section 4 for notation). Let 
X denote the injective diagonalizable operator defined by Xe„=p„en, where px = 
=jS2=l and pn=\/(n — l)l for «S3 . Now W„X=XU; however, ae(Wx) and 
<Te(U) are disjoint, since ae(fVx) = {0} and ae(U) is the unit circle. 
Despite the preceding example we have the following perhaps surprising result. 
Theorem 2.6. If A and B are quasisimilar operators in =£?(§), then <Je(A) 
and <re(B) have non-empty intersection. 
Before proceding with the proof of Theorem 2.6, the following observation 
seems pertinent. If X is in =$?(§), and if X is "injective" in the Calkin algebra 
(i.e., if there exists no non-zero idempotent E in the Calkin algebra such that XE=0), 
then X is left invertible in the Calkin algebra (see [11, Theorem 1.1]); thus if X is 
also quasi invertible, then X is invertible. This fact implies that if two operators are 
quasi-similar but not similar, then the intertwining quasi invertible operators are 
both non-injective in the Calkin algebra. Thus it appears to be difficult to directly 
adapt the proof of Lemma 2.4 to the setting of the Calkin algebra in order to prove 
Theorem 2.6. 
Our proof of Theorem 2.6 is instead inspired by the techniques and terminology 
of [19]. We next summarize some of the results and terminology from [19]. Let 
T be in if (§). A subset HaC is said to be a hole in <je(T) if H is a bounded 
connected component of C —cre(T); thus bdry(//)c=ere(7'). 
Lemma 2.7. If H is a hole in oe(T) and HC\o(T) is uncountable, then Ha 
ao(T). In this case, if S is quasisimilar to T, then Hca(S) and bdry ( H ) a 
(Zae(T)C]a(S). If H is a component of C — ae(T) and H(~]a(T) is finite or countably 
infinite, then each point of Hf]a(T) is an isolated point of o{T) and an eigenvalue 
of finite multiplicity; moreover, if K is the unbounded component of C — ae(T), then 
KCio(T) is either empty,finite, or countably infinite. 
P roo f . The proof follows immediately from the results of [19]. 
Lemma 2.8. If A and B are quasisimilar, then each non-empty closed-and 
open subset of ae(B) has non-empty intersection with o(A). 
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P r o o f . Let T be a non-empty closed-and-open subset of ae(B). If x is open 
in a(B), then Theorem 2.5 implies that xi](r(A)^0. Otherwise, there exists t in x, 
and a sequence {t^<zo(B) —x, such that r„—t. Since x is open in <re(B), we may 
assume that each tn is in a(B)—ae(B). Thus tn is an eigenvalue of B (and thus 
of A) for infinitely many «, or tn is an eigenvalue of B* (and thus of A*) for 
infinitely many n. In either case, t is in ae (B)C\o(A), and the proof is complete. 
R e m a r k . Let X denote a non-empty, bounded, open, connected subset of the 
complex plane; let <p(X) denote the unbounded component of the complement of 
the closure of X, and let 0(JSf)=bdry (<p(Xj); note that )S(Z)cbdry(X). It is 
a result of the topology of the plane that f}(X) is connected [23, Theorem 14.2, 
page 123]. In particular, if T is in <S?(§) and P(X)co(T)-ae(T), then the connec-
tedness of fi(X) implies that P(X) is contained in some component H of C — ae(T); 
further, since fi(X) is uncountable, Lemma 2.7 implies that H is a hole in <re(T). 
Lemma 2.9. If A and B are quasisimilar operators in £?(§>), and if there 
exists a hole H0 in ae(A) such that HQca(A), then ve(A) Dae(B)^0. 
Proof . Suppose to the contrary that oe(A) and ae(B) are disjoint. Since H0cz 
da (A), then H0ao(B), and thus P(H0)cae(A)f]a(B)cza(B)-(re(B). The above 
Remark implies that there exists a hole in ae (B) such that /?(#0)cz A"1; and it 
follows by a connectedness argument that <p(K^)~ (Z<p(H0). Now is an un-
countable connected subset of oe(B); thus, as above, there exists a hole H1 in 
<ye(A) such that P(K^)c.H1, and we also have <p(//1)_C(p(A'1). Moreover, H1 
and H0 are disjoint; indeed, otherwise H1 and H0 (components of C—ae(A)) 
are equal, and since P(K1)czH1, it follows that there is a point in <p (K^ H 7/j = 
= <p (K^ H H0. Since <p (A"x) c <p (7/0) c C - / /0 , we have a contradiction, and thus 
The above procedure may now be used to inductively define two sequences 
{77;} (¡50) and {7s:,} ( i s l ) such that: 
i) Hi is a hole in ae(A); P(H)(zae{A) 0'SO); 
i i ) ^ is a hole in oe(B); [¡(KjcaJB) (¡>0); 
m)P(HdcKl+1, p(Ki+1)czHi+1 0'=0); 
iv)<p(Hd-cq>(Kd, c p i K r ^ v W - d (ii=l); 
v) KiC\Kj=0, HiC\Hj=<d for all i^j. 
Now iii) and iv) imply that P(Hl)np(HJ) = 0 for all i^j. Let [h] (is0) denote 
a sequence such that ht is in P(H^) for ¡'^0. Since these points are distinct, there 
exists a convergent subsequence f\^h, and i) implies that h is in ae(A). Since 
4 > 4 - 1 , iv) implies that <p (H^ c <p (K^ c <p (Hik _ x) c . . . c ( / / i f c i ) ; now if L 
denotes the line segment from h{ to ht _ , then L contains a point g( from 
№ k ) . Since + | \ - C J + K - i ' ^ K - K J + K - - ^ 
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it follows that gi -*-h. Now ii) implies that h is in oe(B). Since h is also in oe(A), 
we have a contradiction, which completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.10. If A andB are quasisimilar, and if there exists an infinite sequ-
ence {z„} of distinct isolated points of a (A) such that dim (ker (A—zn))>0 or 
dim(ker (04-z„)*))>0 for each n, then <je(A)C\oe{B)^®. 
Proof . Since A and B are quasisimilar, (z„}cc7(5); by passing, if necessary, 
to a subsequence, we may assume that zn—z, where z is in a(B). Since z is an 
accumulation point of bdry (a{Aj) , [19, Corollary 1.26] implies that z is in oe(A), 
and we claim that z is also in ae(B). For otherwise, since z is in a(B)—ae(B) 
and z is not an isolated point of o{E), Lemma 2.7 implies that there exists an open 
disk D centered at z, such that B—w or (B—w)* is non-injective for each w in D. 
Since Dczo(A), and since there exists some zn in D, it follows that z„ is not an 
isolated point of a(A), which is a contradiction. Thus z is in ae(A)f]ae(B), and 
with the proof is complete. 
Lemma 2.11. Let A,B, and X be in =SP(§), with X injective and AX=XB. 
If H is a component of C — ae(A) such that K=HC\o(B) is a non-empty closed-and-
open subset of a(B), and Kf)ae(B)7id, then Hcza(A). 
P roo f . The hypothesis implies that K is a closed subset of the open set H; 
thus there exists an open set U such that KC.U<ZU~czH. If we assume that 
H<TO(A), then Lemma 2.7 implies that H contains no limit points of a (A); in 
particular, L=UPL<R(A) is a finite set. Since U contains no limit points of A (A), 
L is an open subset of CR(A). Since K is a non-empty closed-and-open subset of 
A(B), and L=>KC\G{A), Lemma 2.4 implies that L is non-empty: moreover, 
since zn<Te(^) = 0, then L*O(A). 
Thus K and L are, respectively, non-empty closed-and-open subsets of cr (B) 
and a (A). Now there exists an analytic function / such that f{z) — 1 in a neighbor-
hood of K\JL, and / ( z ) = 0 in a neighborhood of (<J(A)-L)\J(G(B)-K). A S in 
the proof of Theorem 2.5, f{A) is an idempotent commuting with A, a(A\f(A) §) = 
=L, and er(/l|(l ~f(A))9))=a(A)—L. Since each idempotent operator in 
JS?(§) is similar to an orthogonal projection, there exists an invertible operator J 
such that P=J~if{A)J is an orthogonal projection; then R—J~XAJ commutes 
with P, and R\P9) is similar to A\f{A)§. We assert that P§ is finite dimensional; 
otherwise, <re(i?|i>S) is a nonempty subset of o{R\P5>)=o(A\f{A)9))=L. Since 
is a direct summand of R, it follows that some point of L is in ae(R) = oe(A), 
which is a contradiction. 
Since AX=XB, Lemma 2.1 implies that f(A)X=Xf(B). Since P has finite 
rank, so does f{A), and since X is injective it follows that f(B) also has finite 
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rank. In particular, f(B) * 1 and so K*a(B). Now f(B) is a nontrivial idempotent 
that commutes with B. Proceeding as above, there exists an invertible operator M 
such that Q=M~1f(B)M is an orthogonal projection, Q commutes with 
S=M~1BM, o(S\Q9))=K, and < r ( S | ( l - Q ) $ ) = o ( B ) - K (since S | g § is similar to 
B\f(B)%> and S | ( l - 0 § is similar to £|(l - / ( £ ) ) § ) . If z is in KC[ae(B), then 
with respect to the orthogonal decomposition § = 2§©(1— Q)%>, we have S—z = 
= ( ( l | f i S ) © ( ( S - r ) | ( l - 0 S ) ) + ( ( ( S - z - l ) | e S ) © ( O | ( l - 0 § ) ) . Since the first term 
on the right is invertible, while the second term in the sum is a finite rank operator, 
it follows that S—z is a Fredholm operator, which contradicts the assumption that 
z is in ffe(B)=<re(S). Thus Hczo(A), and the proof is complete. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2.6. By Lemma 2.9 we may assume that if there exists 
a hole H in oe(A), then H<to(A), for otherwise the proof is complete. 
Moreover, we may assume from Lemmas 2.7 and 2.10 that HC\a(A) is at most 
finite, and that if AT denotes the unbounded component of C—a e (A) , then KC\a(A) 
is at most finite. Let X—Ge(B)C\a(A)\ Lemma 2.8 implies that X is non-empty. 
If we assume that Xf)<Je(A) = 0, then there exists a component H of C—<Je(A) 
such that XC\ from the preceding remarks we may assume that HC\o{A) 
is a finite set. Since (ae(B)C\H)- C\\yixy(H)c.Ge(B)C\<je(A), we may assume that 
there is an open set U such that oe(B)C\H(zU<z U~ <zH; in particular, Y—Ge(B)C\H 
is a closed subset of a(B). 
We assert that Y is also an open subset of A (B); indeed, if Y is not open 
in G(B), then there exists an infinite sequence of distinct points {z„}czcr(5)— Y 
such that z„—z, where z is some point in Y. We may assume (excluding at most 
a finite number of points) that each z„ is in U\ thus each z„ is in O(B)—oe(B)cz 
c<7(A). Now each z„ is in HC\o(A), which contradicts the fact that HC\a{A) 
is finite. Thus Y is a non-empty closed-and-open subset of O(B), and Lemma 2.11 
implies that Hac(A), which also contradicts the fact that HC\o(A) is finite. 
The proof is now complete. 
R e m a r k . In a preliminary version of this paper, the author was unable to prove 
Theorem 2 . 6 , and instead posed it as a question. L . R. WILLIAMS, meanwhile, inde-
pendently found a somewhat different proof of Theorem 2.6, which will appear in his 
note [22]. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.12. Let A, B, and X be in •£?(§) with X injective and AX=XB. 
If S is a part of B and S is decomposable, then G(S)C<J(A). 
P r o o f . Let S=B\SE, where J2V{0} and B<£<ZSE. If <r(5)ct<7(/4), then 
there exists an open subset f / c C such that C/n<r(S)?i0 and UC\o(A) = ®. Since 
S is decomposable, [7, Lemma 1.2, page 30] implies that there exists an S-invariant 
closed subspace such that S>t?i{0}and cr(S|9)t)c:£/. Since 9 J i c § is als© 
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invariant for B and <j(A)(\a{B\W)<za(A)C\U=®, we have a contradiction to 
Theorem 2.5, and the proof is complete. 
3. On quasisimilarity and quasinilpotent operators. In this section we give some 
properties of operators in &qs. An operator T in is called a quasiaffine 
transform of the operator S if there exists a quasi-invertible operator X in i f (§) 
such that XT= SX. Let &AF={T£SE(9))\ T is a quasiaffine transform of some 
quasinilpotent operator} and let &*AF={T T*£2,AJ); thus £QSA£AFC]L*AF. 
Theorem 3.1. If T is in £>afr\£l*f, then T satisfies the following properties: 
i) If P is a non-zero projection such that (1 —P)TP = 0, then o(T\P%>) is 
connected and contains 0; if additionally / V I , then <r((l — P ) r | ( l — P)9j) is connected 
and contains 0. 
ii) ff(r)-{0}c{A€C: T-X and (J—A)* are injective}. 
in) If A^O and T—X is semi-Fredholm, then T—X is invertible. 
iv) a(T) = oe(T). 
v) T is bi-quasitriangular. 
P r o o f . Let Q and R be quasinilpotent operators and let X and Y be quasi-
invertible operators such that QX=XT and RY= YT*. 
i) If P^O and (1 — P)TP=0, then since X is injective, Theorem 2.5. implies 
that G(T\P9)) is connected and contains 0. If PT± 1, then since (1 —/*)§ is invariant 
for T* and Y is injective, cr(7"*|(l —P)§I) is connected and contains 0. Since 
ff((l —P) r | ( l —/')§) = {A^C: l £ f f ( r * | ( l - P ) § ) } , the proof is complete. 
ii) Since (Q-I)X=X(T-?J, (R-I)Y=Y{T-L)*, and A(Q)=<J(R) = {0}, 
it is clear that if A^O, then T—X and (T—X)* are injective. 
iii) If T—X is semi-Fredholm but not invertible, then either T—X or (T-?.)' 
is non-injective, so the result follows from ii). 
iv) Since <JE(T) is a non-empty subset of O(T), we may assume that T is not 
quasinilpotent. It is clear from iii) that each non-zero member of G(T) is in OE(T); 
now i) implies that 0 is a limit point of AE(T) and so 0 is in AE(T). 
v) For each vector h in we have 
• I I ^ T ' l l f t f ' " ^ . Since Y* has dense range, Theorem 3.1 of [1] implies that T 
is quasitriangular. A similar argument, using the equation T*"X*=X*Q*", implies 
that T* is quasitriangular. 
Coro l l a ry 3.2. If T is in Qqs, then T satisfies properties i )—v)o/ Theorem 3.1. 
Coro l l a ry 3.3. If T is in 2.af and S is a part of T that is decomposable, 
then S is quasinilpotent. 
P roo f . The result follows from Corollary 2.12 or Theorem 3.1—i). 
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Coro l l a ry 3.4. If T is a decomposable operator in 2,af, then is quasinilpotent. 
Coro l l a ry 3.5. If T is in 2.af and S is a part of T that is normal, then S=0. 
Theorem 3.6. If T is a hyponormal operator in 2.*f, then T=0. 
Proo f . Theorem 1 of [6] implies that if XA = TX and X has dense range, 
then <J{T)<ZG(A)\ thus, if A is quasinilpotent, then so is T. Now [20, Proposition 
1.8, page 24] implies that | |r | | = r ( r ) = 0 . 
Ques t ion 3.7. Which injective weighted shifts are in Mqs1 This question, 
which we are unable to answer, motivated the results of section 4. Theorem 4.8 implies 
that if an injective weighted shift W is quasisimilar to a quasinilpotent injective 
weighted shift, then W is quasinilpotent. 
Coro l l a ry 3.8. 2.qs is a proper subset of J f ~ . 
Proo f . Theorem 3.1 implies that if T is in Qqs, then T is bi-quasitriangular 
and that a(T) and ae(T) are connected and contain 0. Now [4] implies that T is in 
JV~ . Theorem 7 of [14] implies that J f ~ contains non-zero normal operators, 
while Corollary 3.5 implies that there are no non-zero normal operators in Llqs; 
therefore, 2,qs is a proper subset of J i ~ . 
Ques t ion 3.9. Is the converse of Corollary 3.2 true? 
We note that if J is a noninvertible operator in i f (§), and if T fails to satisfy 
properties i) — v) of Theorem 3.1, then T has a nontrivial invariant subspace; 
moreover, if T fails to satisfy properties ii) — v), then T has a nontrivial hyperin-
variant subspace. (These observations are easy to prove except with regard to pro-
perty v); the fact that a non-bi-quasitriangular operator has a nontrivial hyperin-
variant subspace is a result of [3].) Thus, if the converse of Corollary 3.2 is true, 
and if each quasinilpotent operator does have a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace, 
then each operator has a nontrivial invariant subspace. It is therefore of interest to 
determine whether the converse of Corollary 3.2 is true; we will show in Theorem 3.11 
that as regards the topology of the spectra of operators in 2.qs, Corollary 3.2 is 
indeed "best possible". 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.10. &qs is closed under countable direct sums. 
Proo f . Let denote a separable Hilbert space ( /=1,2, . . . ) , and let T' 
be in 2.qs with respect to i ? (§,•). We seek to prove that if {|| 7̂ 11} is bounded, then 
T=I@Ti is in l q s with respect to where § = Z©§ ; . 
For each />0 , T{ is quasisimilar to a quasinilpotent operator Qt in J? ; 
ROTA'S Theorem [20, Proposition 3.12, page 5 8 ] implies that there exists an operator 
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Pi in such that Pt is similar to g f and Now [15, Theorem 2.5] 
implies that T is quasisimilar to S=Z®Pt, so it suffices to prove that S is quasi-
nilpotent. Let A be a non-zero complex number and let и be a positive integer such 
that 1/ж|А| . For |]P;|| <1/г-=1/ж|А|, and therefore 
liCP;-A)-1|| == (|A| —ЦР.-Ц)-1 < (|A[ —1//)_1 < ( |A|-1 /n)~\ 
Now s u p A ) _ 1 | | S m a x i sup IK/W) - 1 ! ! . ( Щ - l / n ) - 1 ) ^ ^ , and hence A$ff(S). ¡€iv lsisn 
R e m a r k . In [13, Theorem 1.1] it is proved that if Г is a quasinilpotent operator 
on §>, then there exists a compact, quasinilpotent backward weighted shift К in 
(§) and a closed subspace such that 
i) $1 is invariant for L~K© ••• © A"© •••; 
ii) T is similar to L|®1; 
iii) ||L|aR||;=:|| ГЦ (see [13, Theorem 1.1, inequality 11]). 
Using this result and the method of the proof of Proposition 3.10, it is not difficult 
to prove the following analogue for direct sums operators in J2qs:let Г = 1 ф Г ; , 
where Ti is in 2,qs with respect to and let § = £ © § ; . Then there exists 
a compact, quasinilpotent operator К on §>, of arbitrarily small norm, and a closed 
subspace 9J i c i f=§©•• •©§©•• • , such that 
i) 9M is invariant for L = K@K©••• ®K@ — ; 
ii) T is quasisimilar to L|9Ji. 
Theorem 3.11. A subset I c C is the spectrum of an operator in 2.qs if and 
only if X is compact, connected, and contains 0. 
P roo f . Let X denote a compact, connected subset of the plane that contains 0. 
Theorem 3.2 of [10] implies that there exists an operator T in (§) such that T 
is a direct sum of nilpotent operators and ff(T)=X; Proposition 3.10 implies that 
Г is in Mqs. 
The converse is contained in Theorem 3.1—i). 
R e m a r k . The proof of Theorem 3.11 did not require the full force of Propo-
sition 3.10, but only the fact that each countable direct sum of nilpotent operators 
is in ¿2qs. Using [2, Theoreml] (or [21, Theoreml]), it is not difficult to prove that 
each countable direct sum of nilpotent operators is quasisimilar to some compact, 
quasinilpotent operator. On the other hand, not every quasinilpotent operator is 
quasisimilar to a compact operator (see [13, Prop. 1.5]). 
We conclude this section with an additional necessary condition for membership 
in SLqs. For T in &(§), let Щ Г ) = {л;€§: ¡|rnxH1/n-0}. It is easy to prove that 
Щ77) is a linear subspace of § and that 9Л(Г)~ is a (possibly trivial) hyper-
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invariant subspace for T. For example, if U denotes a unilateral shift of multiplicity 
one in then S>i(£/) = {0}, and since 9Ji(t/*) contains an orthonormal basis 
for S, then 9)l-( £/*)"=§. 
Lemma 3.12. If T is in Q*af, then there exists an orthonormal basis {ek} 
(1 for § such that for each k, lim \\Tnek\\1,n = 0. co 
Proo f . Suppose that XQ = TX, where X is quasi-invertible and Q is in SI. 
For each t in we have ||rnZ/||1/n = ||Are''/||1/nS||A'||1/',|ie''||1/',IUII1/n-0. Theorem 
1.1 of [12] and the remarks of [12 ,page 280] imply that for S in <£?(§), 5 $ contains 
an orthonormal basis for (S§>)~. Since X has dense range, Xfy contains an ortho-
normal basis for and since the proof is complete. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.13. If T is in 2qs, then 2)1(7") and 9Ji(T*) contain ortho-
normal bases for in particular, 9JJ(T)~ =9Ji(T*)~ = 
Ques t ion 3.14. Is the converse of Proposition 3.13 true? It is known that if I 
is in JS?(§) and 9)1(7)=§, then T is quasinilpotent (see [7, Lemma, page 28]). 
Proposition 3.13 is related to Theorem 3.1 by the following result. 
P ropos i t i on 3.15. If T is in <S?(§) and 9 = O T ( T * ) - t h e n T 
satisfies properties i)—v) of Theorem 3.1. 
P r o o f . Since 5 0 i ( r ) - = 9 « ( r * ) - = § , Theorem 3.1 of [1] implies that T is 
bi-quasitriangular. 
Let P be a non-zero projection such that (1 —P) TP=0 and denote the operator 
matrix of T with respect to the decomposition §=7>§©(1— P)§> by 
S A\ 
0 BJ' 
We will first show that a(S) contains 0. If S is invertible, then so is S*, and there 
exists e>0 such that HS*jc||se||jc|| for each x in P&>. If z is in then z=x+y, 
where x is in P$> and y is in ( 1 - P ) § . Now we have | |r*"z||1/ f ls||S ,*' ,x||1/ns 
Se||x||1/n, which implies that 9 ) l ( 7 * ) c ( l S i n c e 2R(T*) is dense, this 
contradiction implies that 0£o(S); a similar argument, using the relation Wl(T)~ = 
= §, implies that if S is a part of T*, then 5 is noninvertible. In particular, T 
and T* have no non-zero eigenvalues, and thus T satisfies ii)—iv). 
To complete the proof we must show that if 5 is a part of T, then o(S) is 
connected. Since 0 €CT(S), if o(S) is not connected, then there exists a non-empty, 
closed-and-open subset TCCT(S) such that 0(£T. If E denotes the spectral idempo-
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tent for S associated with t, then a('r|£'§) = <7(S|£'§) = T, which contradicts the 
fact that T\ES$ is noninvertible. 
Acknowledgment . The author is grateful to the referee for simplifying the 
proof of Proposition 3.10 and for other useful suggestions. The referee also called 
the author's attention to a recent paper of C . APOSTOL, "Quasiaffine transforms of 
quasinilpotent compact operators", in which it is proved that an operator Tis a quasi-
affine transform of some compact quasinilpotent operator if and only if SOi (T*)~ = § . 
In view of C. Apostol's result, Question 3.14 is equivalent to the following question. 
Ques t ion 3.16. Is l q s = 2 a f r \ £ * f l 
If the answer to Question 3.9 is affirmative, then it is clear from Proposition 3.15 
that the answers to Questions 3.14 and 3.16 would also be affirmative. 
4. Quasisimilarity of weighted shifts. In this section we give necessary and suffici-
ent conditions for two injective weighted shifts to be quasisimilar, and we prove that 
quasisimilar injective weighted shifts have equal spectra. Several authors have con-
sidered cases in which quasisimilarity of two operators implies their similarity 
or the equality of their spectra. Let S, T, and X be in jSf (§) with X quasi-inver-
tible and SX=XT. In [6, Theorem 4 . 4 , page 5 5 ] , COLOJOARA and FOIA§ proved that 
if 5 and T are decomposable, then a(S)=a(T). Each normal operator is decom-
posable [6, Example 1.6—ii, p. 33], and in [8] DOUGLAS proved that if S and T are 
normal, then S is unitarily equivalent to T. Concerning operators that are not 
necessarily decomposable, HOOVER [15, Theorem 3 .1 . ] proved that if 5 and T are 
quasisimilar isometries, then 5 is unitarily equivalent to T\ CLARY [6, Theorem 2] 
proved that if 5 and T are quasisimilar hyponormal operators, then <j(S)=o(T). 
Let I=Z or Z + and let a={a„} («€/) denote a bounded sequence of non-zero 
complex numbers. An operator T in •£?(§) is said to be an (injective) weighted' 
shift with weight sequence a if there exists an orthonormal basis {e„} (n£l) for § 
such that Te„ = a„e„+1 (/?£/). If I=Z+, T is a unilateral shift, while if 7=Z, T 
is a bilateral shift. 
In [17, Appendix] LAMBERT proved that if S and T are quasisimilar injective 
unilateral weighted shifts, then S and T are similar. In the sequel we therefore 
consider only bilateral weighted shifts; thus we set I=Z and let {e„} («£Z) denote: 
a fixed orthonormal basis for Let W„ denote the bilateral shift with weight: 
sequence a corresponding to this basis. It T is a bilateral shift in ¿C (9)) with 
weight sequence a, then T is unitarily equivalent to Wx; moreover, Wx is uni-
tarily equivalent to We, where P„—\a„\ (n£Z). Thus, for questions concerning 
quasisimilarity of injective bilateral weighted shifts, it suffices to consider shifts of 
the form Wx, where a„>0 (n£Z), and in the sequel we implicitly assume that the; 
shifts are of this form. 
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Lemma 4.1. The following are equivalent for shifts Wa and 
i) There exists an integer k such that 
sup («„ l+*)/0?o-- /?,-l) < °° 
i 'emax(l-ir, 1) 
and 
s u p . . . i S - ( i + k ) ) / ( < x - x . . . « _ , ) < 
¡Smax (1 —ft, 
ii) There exists a quasi-invertible operator X such that JVxX=XfVfi. 
Proof . Suppose that there is an integer k such that i) is satisfied. We consider 
five cases for the values of k and define X in each case by giving the values of X 
on the basis vectors. 
Case 1. If k^2 we set 
a) Xei = (a0... a,-1+)()/03o ... P i - x ) e i + k for i 1; 
b) Xe0 = a0...ak.1ek; 
c) Xei = ( p i . . . p . x « 0 . . . a k + i - 1 ) e k + i for - / c + l S i S - 1 ; 
d) Xe_k = P_k ...P-Xea\ 
e) Xe-(k+i) = (/?-(*+,•> ••• P-iW-i ••• a - i )e_ ( for i s 1. 
Case 2. If k= 1 equation c) may be deleted. 
Case 3. If k=0, equations b)—d) may be replaced by the equation Xe0 = e0. 
Case 4. If k^—2 we set 
a) Xe{ = (a0 ... a ;_1+t)/()30 . . . x ) e i + k for i 1 - k ; 
b) Xe-k = ll(P0...P-k-x)e0-, 
c) X e - k _ i = l/(a_ i . . .a_1 i?0 . . . /?_ t_ i_1)e_ ; for 1 s i ^ - ( f c + l ) ; 
d) Xe0 = l/(a* ...a.iK; 
e) Xe-i-k = (0-o+k)...p-i)/(<x-i-<x-i)e-i for i & 1 - / r . 
Case 5. If — 1 equation c) of case 4) may be deleted. Condition i) implies 
that X may be extended to a quasi-invertible operator X in and a calculation 
shows that WaX=XWp. 
For the converse, let X denote a quasi-invertible operator such that WaX= 
=XWp, and denote the matrix of X with respect to the basis (e„) (n£Z) by (x^) 
(— oo), x has dense range, so there exists an integer m such that x0 
An easy matrix calculation shows that for each pair of integers i and j we have 
(*) a i_1x i_ l j - 1 = x i J P j _ l . Successive application of (*) gives the identity (**) 
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x-i>m-i=Xo,m(/'m-i.../?III_i)/(a-i-"a-i) f ° r ' —1- We consider the case msO; 
if we set fc=—m, then for i s I we have 
(/?_!... /»-(,+«)/(«-!... a-i) = (0-1.. . ... pm-dK«_ 1 . . . «-,) -
= G?_1 . . .i?_ t)x_,m_ i/x0 ,m ^ ll^fllAril/Xo.,,,. 
Now (*) also implies that (***) xim+i=(ai_v..a0)l(Pm+^l...fim)x0m for / S i , 
and therefore 
(«0 «» + ,-,)/(/?„ ft-l) = {Xk+Jx0<m)(3m ... j?-l) ^ ||»illV*0,m, 
which completes the proof when m^O. The proof for the case /«>0 may be given 
similarly, by dividing (**) and (***) by 
T h e o r e m 4.2. The following are equivalent for shifts Wx and 
i) Wx is quasisimilar to Wp; 
ii) There exists an integer k such that 
Sup (OC0 ... <Xi-1 + k)l(P0 ... ft-j) < °° i ' m;t\ (1,1—k) 
and 
sup 0?_x . . . /S_(f+k))/(a_1... a_,) < oo, 
i^max( l , 1—fc) 
and there exists an integer m such that 
sup ()80...J8 i_1+m)/(a0...a i_1) < «>, 
i smax( l , l—m) 
sup («_! ... Ot-u + ̂ K f i - ! . . .fi-t) «= 
i ^max ( l , l —m) 
We state for ease of reference the following result concerning similarity of bila-
teral shifts. 
T h e o r e m 4.3. (KELLEY [16]) The shifts Wa and Wp are similar if and only if 
there exist an integer k and constants M and N such that 
for n > 0 
and 
0 < M s | (j8_ ;/a_y+t) 3= N < for n < 0. 
)=i 
The next example shows that there exist shifts Wx and fVfi that are quasisimilar 
but not similar. 
E x a m p l e 4.4. Let a be defined by an = l/2a" for n^O and a „ = l for 
let P be defined by P„=1/22"-1 for nm0 and p„ = 1 for «<0 . With the values 
/c=0 and m = 1, a and /? satisfy the inequalities of Theorem 4.2 ii), and thus W^ 
is quasisimilar to Wf. 
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If Wx is similar to Wp, let k,M, and N be as in Theorem 4.3. If fcsO 
and « > 0 , then 
0 < M == (a* ... a„_1+)k)/(/?o... k-ù = («o - «„-i)/(/?o ••• Pn-i) 
= 1/2"; if & < 0 and n>-k, then 
o°> jVër (ctk...a„_1+k)l(P0... J?„_i+* ••• = 
= \l(2n+kf}n+k ... > W+kPn+k) = T+k-\ 
In either case, since « is arbitrary, we have a contradiction, and Theorem 4.3 implies 
that Wa is not similar to Wf. 
In Theorem 4.8 (below) we prove that quasisimilar shifts have equal spectra. 
We now show that this equality of spectra is not a consequence of the results of [6] 
or [7] by proving that both fVfi and are non-hyponormal and non-decomposable. 
Since f}_! = l, po=2, and /^ = 1/2, the weight sequence ft is neither increasing nor 
decreasing and thus neither Wfi nor is hyponormal. 
Let U denote a unilateral (unweighted) shift of multiplicity one in Jz?(i>). 
Since lim P„=0, it is clear that W? is unitarily equivalent to a compact perturbation 
«-•OO ^ 
of T= £/©0s. The results of [9] imply that T is non-quasitriangular, and thus 
is non-quasitriangular. Theorem 3.1 of [1] states that each decomposable operator 
is quasitriangular, and it follows that is non-decomposable. 
To prove that Wf is non-decomposable, we recall from [7, Corollary 1.4, p. 31] 
that each decomposable operator has the single-valued extension property (in the 
sense of [7]). Let £>={A€<£:|0<|A|<1} and for let 
/(A) = ei+ 2(l/fiJA'e..+1 + 2(Pi~>PJ*-"e*+i-
n = l n=1 
A straightforward series calculation shows that f(2) converges in § and that f:D— 
is analytic. Since (Wfi—A)/(A)=0 for each A in D, does not satisfy the 
single-valued extension property, and is thus non-decomposable. (Note, however, 
that Wp is quasitriangular.) 
Lemma 4.5. If Wa is quasisimilar to fVfi and Wa is invertible, then Wp is 
invertible. 
Proo f . Since Wx is invertible, € = inf «¡>0, and it clearly suffices to prove 
that inf Pj =>0. Theorem 4.2 implies that there are integers k and m, and a cons-
tant M > 0, such that 
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i) (a0... ai+k) < M0?o • ••&), i £ max(0, -k); 
ii) ... P-i-k) M ( a _ j . . . a_,), i > max (0, — fc); 
iii) 0?o ••• < M(a0 ... a ;), j S max (0, - m ) ; 
iv) («_!.. .<x_;_J < MiP-y.... P-j), j > max (0, — m). 
We consider first the case when H m S O . For 7'=» max (—m — 1, 0), let /'= 
= 7 + m + 1 ; now i) and iii) imply that (ctj+1...(xj+1+m+k)/pj+m+1=(a0...cij+1+m+kx 
y .Po-Pj+JKPo-Pj+m+i«o-« j )^M*, and thus PJ+m+1>(l/M2)am+k+1. For 
7'^max (1— m, k+2, 2), let 1=7—A: — 1; now ii) and iv) imply that (a_ i + A . . . 
. . .a_7_J/jS_y = (a_1...a_J-_m/?_1...iS_j+1)/(0_1...)S_ ;a_1...a_y+) l+1)<M2, and thus 
P_j>(l/M2)€m+k+1. It now follows that inf £,•>() incase k+m^O. 
J € Z 
For ¿>0 , the shifts <5 and are quasisimilar, and are invertible if and 
only if Wa and, respectively, are invertible. We may thus assume that || WJ s 1 
and H ^ l l ^ l ; since and P„^l (ndZ), we may also assume in i)—iv) 
that k s .0 and raS0. Since the result is true when k + m s 0 , the proof is now 
complete. 
T h e o r e m 4.6. If Wx is quasisimilar to and Wa is invertible, then W} 
is similar to Wp. 
P r o o f . From Lemma 4.5, we may assume that Wp is also invertible. It is now 
straightforward to show that the inequalities of Theorem 4.2—ii) imply that the 
inequalities of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied for suitable values of k, M, and N, and 
thus Wx is similar to Wp. (The value for k in Theorem 4.3 may be taken to be 
that of either k or m from Theorem 4.2—ii); we omit the details.) 
Lemma 4.7. Let A and B be in i? (§) . Suppose that there exist positive 
integers p and N, integers a1,...,ap, and positive numbers c l5 ..., cp, such that 
for each n^N, w + a f > 0 (l^iSp) and s max Cj||5"+ai||. Then r(A)^r{B). 
P r o o f . If T is in i?(§) , then r ( r )= l im | | r n | | l / n , and it suffices to verify that for 
each integer a, /•(7 ,)=lim| |r , + a | | l / B («> -a). If r(T)>0, then lim(| |r+ a | |1 /<n + a )) l /" = 
= 1, so lim||rn+a | | l / ' ,=lim||7 , ' ,+ ' , | | l /<' ,+fl>(||r' ,+a | | l /<n+0>)o/ ' ,=r(r). I f / - ( r )=0 , then 
O^IIm ||T,"+a|[l/"^IIm | |7"'+ a | |1 ' ( ' l + a ) | |7 , | |a / n=0=r(r), and the proof is complete. 
T h e o r e m 4.8. If Wa is quasisimilar to Wp, then a(Wx) — a(lVp). 
P r o o f . From Theorem 4.6, we may assume that both Wx and Wfi are non-
invertible. In this case the spectra of Wx and Wp consist of closed disks centered 
at 0 [16], and therefore, by symmetry, it suffices to prove that r(Wx)^r(tVfi). 
For each € > 0 , the shifts £WX and € a r e quasisimilar; moreover r(£Wx) = 
6* 
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= er(WJ and r(^lVp)=£r(Wf). We may therefore assume that and 
|| Wp||si. Theorem 4.2 implies that there exists M > 0 and integers k and m such 
that <xQ...ai_1+k^Mpo...p,.1 and j?_1...J?_(i+s)=SMa_1...a_i for / s m a x ( l , 1 -k), 
and such that /?0 . . . /? i_1 + msMa0 . . .a i_1 and a_1 . . .a_ ( i + m )SMj!_1 . . . i?_ i for 
i a max (1, 1 —m). Since a y S l and for each j, we may assume that 
ArsO and m^O. To prove that r(Wa)^r(Wp) we will show that the hypothesis of 
Lemma. 4.7 is satisfied with A=Wa and B=Wp. Since || W"\\ 
it Z 
we may replace ||/1"|| in Lemma 4.7 by an arbitrary product a J + 1 . . . a J + n , and we 
now estimate these products. 
Let N=k+m +1 and n>N. We consider several special cases for the product 
aj+i-vj+n• 
i) Suppose that j^O. Since and n—k^m + l, then 
ay+i - aj+n S A/((/?0... Pj+m)/(cc0 ... (Xj))(Pj+m+1... S 
ii) Suppose that Since — n + \+m, we have — j — n + m < — 1, 
and since —j—k^ — l and n^m+k + l, then 
iii) We also have a 0 . . . a „ ^ M p 0 . . . p n ^ k ^ M \ \ W ^ k \ \ , and ^ . . . a , , ^ 
The remaining products are of the form aJ-+1...a_1a0...aJ-+n for —nSj^—2. 
Since and 7+1 = — 1, there are p= —j— 1 = 1 factors with a negative 
subscript and g = j + n + 1 ^ 1 factors with a nonnegative subscript. We consider 
the possible values of p and q. 
iv) If p>m and q>k, then — 1 —j>m and j+n—k=—1, and therefore 
aJ+1... c^ao... a,.+„ S M2f}J+1+m ... ... pJ+n-k S M2\\Wrk-m\\. 
v) If p = —j—\^m, then q=j+n + l>k since p+q=n>m+k. Now 
«,„...«,+„ S a0 . . .a j + n Mpo...pj+n_k s M|| where - 1 - m S y S - 2 . 
Thus ocj+1...aJ+n^(M) max {|| W^+a\\ - 1 -A;}. 
vi) If q=n+j+l^k, then p=—j—\>m, and ccJ+1...a-1a0...<xJ+„S 
= Mj8J-+1+m...jS_1a0...aJ+„SM|| Since « + 1 -k^ -jSn,then n-k-m^ 
S - / - / « - l S « - m - l , and so <xJ+1...aJ+„^(M) max {|| Wp+a\\:— k—m^a^ 
— m — 1}. The proof is now complete. 
R e m a r k . The example just before Corollary 2.6 shows that the conclusion of 
Theorem 4.8 is false if we only have a single equation SX=XT (where S and T 
are injective weighted shifts and X is quasi-invertible). 
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